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coveSay
he dawn of a New Year signifies an exciting time of fresh beginnings
and endless possibilities. In this issue, we herald in 2013 on a joyous
note by celebrating two of the world’s most anticipated and beloved
occasions, Lunar New Year and Valentine’s Day. We highlight a number
of specially created luxury yacht packages for an unforgettable cruise
and present some of the finest spots on the island that promise a
wonderful epicurean experience to heighten your revelry.
As we welcome the Year of the Water Snake in the lunar calendar,
we showcase a series of luxurious serpentine-inspired timepieces and
arm accessories that adds a lavish touch to your party ensembles.
In keeping with the Oriental trend, we feature China’s pioneer haute
couturier Guo Pei and find out the inspiration behind her stunning
‘Legend of the Dragon’ collection. For a truly authentic Lunar New
Year celebration, visit Chengdu and be a par t of the spectacular
lantern festival.
Take a sneak peek into Incanto, the latest magical extravaganza to
hit the island, and discover what our residents have to say about the
show. We also visit a Scandinavian home accented with Asian touches
on Paradise Island and join a sporty resident at the gym to uncover
some of her unconventional workout secrets.
If you are craving for a good steak, check out SKIRT Restaurant at
W Singapore – Sentosa Cove, or explore a variety of vibrant dining
options at Quayside Isle.
Here’s to a prosperous and blessed year ahead!

Belladonnah Lim
The Editor
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Emergency
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Ambulance / Fire		
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The Garden restaurant in Sentosa, infuses gourmet dining with the
right balance of nutritious and health-giving benefits, much to the
delight of those seeking a healthy meal in a top restaurant in Singapore!
Indulge in wholesome contemporary cuisine that comprises innovative
local favourites, spa cuisine and vegetarian options, all prepared with
a gentle hand to retain the ingredients’ natural goodness and flavours.

The Garden at The Sentosa, A Beaufort Hotel 2 Bukit Manis Road, Singapore 099891 Tel: +65 6371 1130 Fax: +65 6371 1417 www.thegarden.sg
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Let us know what you think of Cove Living and share your feedback or story
suggestions with us. We’d love to hear your travel stories and have you join us
in reviewing the latest dining and leisure hotspots. We also invite you to
showcase your beautiful home on the magazine and share more about your
favourite hobby, passion or collections. New to the Cove community? Tell us
more about yourself and we just might feature you in the magazine.
Feedback, editorial and advertising enquiries: cove_feedback@sentosa.com.sg
Editor: Belladonnah Lim
Coordinator: Kristina Tung
The information contained in this magazine is provided in good faith. While Sentosa Cove Resor t Management
(SCRM) makes reasonable effor t to ensure information in this magazine is up to date and accurate, SCRM
does not make any representation or give any warranty as to currency, accuracy, reliability or completeness of
any information in this publication. To the extent permitted by law, SCRM accepts no responsibility or liability for any
loss, damage or injur y suffered by the user consequent upon, or incidental to, the information in this magazine.
Information and images in the magazine may not be reproduced without permission from SCRM.
COVER PHOTO BY: Kenneth Ong
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Having lived in Singapore for over a decade, it is perhaps inevitable that
Norwegian native Hege Torgersen would bear an Asian touch to her clean,
minimalist abode rooted in Scandinavian design. Buddhist sculptures,
fresh white orchids, a batik lace-print and a hint of teakwood furniture
dot her living room overlooking the waterway, evoking a dash of Balinese
resort charm in this contemporary dwelling.
Despite a palette of neutral tones characteristic of Nordic interiors, the
living space is far from bland. Vibrant accents of pop art from Shanghai
adorn her white walls, which upon closer inspection reveal crocodileskin embossed wallpaper lining her hall. An original vintage poster catches
the eye, promoting Singapore as a destination for a defunct cruise liner,
adding a colonial vibe to a dining alcove across the kitchen.
An interior designer by profession, Hege designed and custom-made
most of the furniture in her house. She shares, “I prefer clean lines,
open spaces and neutral colours. I simply adore the open feeling of
the house as well as its amazing view. We are privileged to have family
candlelight dinners on our waterfront terrace every night!”
Hege used to live along Ocean Drive and moved to her current residence
on Paradise Island two years ago. She notes, “Paradise Island is a little gem
and suits the needs of our family. It’s quiet and there is plenty of outdoor
space where the children can play and bike around freely.”

SCANDi - Asian
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Like her living area, the master bedroom reflects Hege’s modern sophisticated taste, true to her Nordic
origins, with a supersized king bed where the entire family can snuggle up in.
In contrast, her children’s rooms are a riot of colour, a personal haven where the kids can simply relax
and have fun. Sharing her penchant for décor, Hege remarks that her daughters, aged 10 and 8, were
happy to be involved in the design process of their own bedrooms, “The girls had a say in how they
wanted to decorate their space and they also picked out their own wallpaper.”
Eldest daughter Cecelia’s room is strewn with girly touches such as pink butterfly cushions and a mini
settee, almost like a little parlour where she can host her friends during play dates. Amelia’s room boasts a
slightly more grown-up vibe, with stylish black and beige dog-print wallpaper taking centrestage and a
chandelier in the bathroom adding a hint of glamour in this chic chamber.
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Her adorable five-year-old son, Nicolas, is the little prince of his room. Like every boy’s childhood fantasy,
it is a colourful playpen filled with a menagerie of books, Lego, toy cars, figurines and pirate ships to
pique his imagination.
One of the first residents to call Sentosa Cove home, Hege and her family have been living in Cove for
five years, and they are enjoying every minute of it. She beams, “The perfect weekend for us is when we
don’t have to leave the island. Before we moved from Ocean Drive, I was contemplating moving back
to the mainland, but the girls and my husband have their hearts here. Luck was on our side when we found
this place in Paradise Island because it is just perfect for us. And now with Quayside Isle, there will be
cafés and restaurants opening up right here in our neighbourhood, making Sentosa Cove an even more
vibrant place to live in. I’m really looking forward to it!”
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Fitness

Dayner says, “I’ve always been aware of the
benefits of exercise and a good diet, but more
so now, I feel it is important for us to be
role models to our children and help them
understand the value of making healthy choices
in life. Since I’ve started working out regularly,
the difference in my body shape is more
apparent, with physical signs of inch loss and
a more toned definition all around. My clothes
fit better and my posture has improved. I sleep
more soundly and have a more positive outlook
in life. Now I’m ready for anything that comes
my way!”

FUN
Dayner works out twice a week in a group training session
with her girlfriends who also live in Sentosa Cove, and
during the weekend with her husband. She says, “For
months, I have been persuading my friends to join me and
tried to convince them that Aileron Wellness is not a typical
gym. As time passed, they saw the results of my workouts and
decided to give it a shot. They were hooked after one session
and we’ve made fantastic progress after three months.”
Watching Dayner and her friends train at Aileron Wellness
is testament that working out need not be a routine
exercise. Their trainer uses a myriad of unassuming and
unusual instruments to inject variety and freshness into
their workout regime – from shuttling over a low hurdle
to performing more intriguing moves such as balancing on
a circus-like wooden plank and gliding on wheeled plates.
The exercises looked deceptively simple to execute, but
requires intense energy and focus to master, which added
to the overall novelty of the experience.
She notes, “Every workout is different. We laugh, have
fun and play games! The trainer keeps it interesting by
using a diverse range of equipment and activities, whilst
encouraging us to push ourselves further.”

British native Dayner Seymour enjoys leading an active lifestyle and was looking for a fun way to keep
fit when she discovered Aileron Wellness, a unique fitness studio in Amara Sanctuary Resort Sentosa.
The trim Cove resident, who moved to Singapore a year and a half ago, shares, “We started out by
signing up for a series of ‘Family Boot Camp’ sessions, which was great fun and a wonderful way to
spend time together whilst stimulating the mind and body. It’s also a good way to educate the family
on the importance of exercise and nutrition, and change their perception of going to the gym.”
“After that, my husband’s interest grew and we embarked on a course of personal training sessions together.
He experienced notable benefits such as weight and inch loss, reduced cholesterol and blood pressure, as well
as increased fitness levels. My 16-year-old son Adam also learnt how to use the fitness equipment correctly
and safely, which helps avoid injury when he works out at the gym in our condominium,” she remarks.
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Managing director of Aileron Wellness, Keith Tan, explains,
“During our personal training sessions, we focus a lot on
movement, not machines. Many of our clients sit in front of
the computer all day, so the last thing we want to do is
put them on machines when they visit us.”
He continues, “We also believe in empowering our clients
with the right knowledge to lead a healthy lifestyle, and
influence them to make positive and lasting changes.
To us, that is much more valuable than simply going
through the motions of a workout session. For instance,
my team even went to Dayner’s house to ‘raid’ her fridge
and pantry, and returned with bottles of soda and junk
food which we cleared out of her kitchen!”

If you’re looking to fight the festive flab
after a season of heavy feasting, here
are some tips to get you started:
Keith: Set realistic and achievable fitness

goals and a sustainable fitness regime for
yourself. Don’t get too excited or ambitious
at the beginning. When you have reached
the milestones that you’ve set for yourself at
each stage, you will feel inspired to keep going.
As for your diet, reduce your carbohydrate
intake during dinner and stop eating after
9pm. Do not even think of having a morsel
of fruit! Cut your sugar intake and drink
water instead of soft drinks. Heed my advice
for three weeks and you will see results.
Dayner: If you’re a beginner and just getting
started, engage a personal trainer who can
provide professional guidance, encouragement
and knowledge to introduce a fitness regime
that is right for you. We all lead such timesensitive lives and having a personal trainer
makes your workouts more effective in a
limited amount of time.

Also, don’t underestimate the power of
exercise. It can change your perspective and
the way you feel, and it is not just physical
exertion. Don’t procrastinate by making
excuses for yourself. Make the decision to
get started on a fitness regime and tr y it
out first. You can always fine-tune your
workouts to suit your needs as you go along.
Soon, you will see significant changes in your
physical, mental and emotional wellbeing.
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LITTLE PROVENCE
Relish the true scents and flavours of Southern
France in the comfort of your home with an
assor tment of lavish gourmet specialities
from the Provençal region, including delightful
truffle delicacies, premium foie gras, rich
tapenades, delicious jams and the finest olive
oils, amongst many others.

GASTRONOMY GALORE
Offer ing an exciting ar r ay of waterfront dining options in the hear t of Sentosa Cove ,
the recently-opened Quayside Isle is your latest destination for a taste of hear ty gourmet
meals from around the wor ld. We explore several unique food and beverage joints that
promise the most gr atifying dining exper ience , minutes away from your door step.

NOTE DI SICILIA
Now you don’t have to travel across continents
to savour the sweetness of a traditional gelato.
Ser ving some of the best Italian ice cream in
town, Note di Sicilia invites you to enjoy the
popular frozen dessert made with fresh milk,
sorbet and Sicilian granita from Italy. More than
just a gelateria, this chill-out joint also houses
a bar and lounge offering a range of signature
cocktails and frozen shooters.
Cove residents enjoy 10% discount off the total bill upon presenting
your residents’ access card.

KITH CAFÉ
A haven for coffee lovers who enjoy nothing more
than an aromatic brew, Kith Café serves a variety
of blends, each boasting a rich and deep flavour,
without the bitter aftertaste. In addition to its range
of signature coffees, this intimate all-day dining tavern
also draws on original home-cooked recipes to create
simple yet delightful fare of freshly-baked breads and
pastries, daily crafted sandwich specials and luscious
pasta meals.
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SABIO BY THE SEA, TAPAS & GRILL
Say ‘hola’ to the true tastes of Spanish cuisine at this
contemporary restaurant which has diners salivating
over their scrumptious paellas and amazing selection
of tapas, amongst other decadent grilled meats and
seafood. The beverage menu comprises an extensive
list of Spanish wines, beers and spirits that perfectly
complement the cuisine’s robust flavours.
Cove residents enjoy 15% discount off the total food bill upon presenting
your residents’ access card.

SOLEPOMODORO
TRATTORIA-PIZZERIA
Choose from an authentic and
appetising variety of oven-baked
pizzas, pastas, salads, sandwiches
and home-made desserts at Italian
al fresco eatery, SolePomodoro,
meaning ‘sun and tomato’. Offering
a cosy setting under the stars with
sweeping views of the marina, the
restaurant is ideal for a wonderful
and relaxing get-together with
your loved ones.
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Cruise

Celebrations

This Lunar New Year and Valentine’s Day, set sail
with your friends and family or romance that special
someone above the glistening sea.

for a four-hour charter for the Lunar New Year
(7 to 12 Februar y) and Valentine’s Day (13 to 17
February) season.

For a memorable Lunar New Year celebration, feast
on a hearty and sumptuous reunion dinner spread
and toss to a bountiful year ahead with Aqua Voyage’s
Prosperity Yu Sheng (meaning ‘raw fish’ in Chinese
symbolising wealth and good fortune) whilst cruising
the waters. The luxury yacht charter company Aqua
Voyage also offers a romantic Valentine’s Day package
which includes an exquisite lunch or dinner menu
to complement its cruises. Prices start from $2,888

Couples looking forward to spending quality time
together can also enjoy ONE°15 Luxur y Yachting’s
enchanting package of an idyllic sunset cruise
from $1,500, which includes two trays of canapés,
strawberr y-coated chocolates and two bottles of
Pommery champagne. A special party package is also
available from $5,000 inclusive of a plated buffet
spread, four bottles of Heritage Vale wine, and
free-flow of soft drinks and bottled beverages.

For enquiries and reservations, contact Aqua Voyage at 6505 9373 or email info@aquavoyage.com or ONE°15 Luxury Yachting
at 6305 9676 or email sales@one15luxuryyachting.com.
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Underwater Odyssey
Dive deep into the sea and explore the wonder s of the aquatic univer se at Mar ine Life Par k, the
world’s largest oceanarium, housing more than 100,000 marine animals of over 800 species in more than
60 million litres of water. The latest mega attraction at Resor ts World Sentosa comprises two ticketed
play zones – Adventure Cove Waterpark and Southeast Asia Aquarium (S.E.A. Aquarium), bringing
guests on different journeys to gain valuable insights into the fascinating marine wor ld.

Adventure Cove Waterpark
The waterpark features six thrilling water slides
including a massive wave pool and Southeast Asia’s
first Hydro-magnetic Coaster – the Riptide Rocket,
a slide that propels riders upwards, promising a
splashing fun time for visitors of all ages.
An immersive and interactive experience awaits at
the region’s only aquatic playground with marine life
elements. Guests may snorkel with over 20,000 fishes
in the Rainbow Reef, wade amongst hundreds of
stingrays or feed the sharks.
To wind down the day, ride through the Adventure
River, and admire 14 stunning habitats including a
tropical jungle garden and a grotto inhabited by
whimsical sea creatures.
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S.E.A. Aquarium
Wander into the underwater abyss at S.E.A.
Aquarium to discover awe-inspiring marine life
and habitats from Southeast Asia to the Arabian
Gulf and the Open Ocean.
Begin an informative journey through the world’s
largest aquarium whilst pausing to mar vel at
more than 800 species of sea creatures including
majestic manta rays, goliath groupers, moray eels
and many others through the magnificent viewing
panel at the Open Ocean habitat, the highlight
and centrepiece of the marine enclosure. The eyecatching habitat is flanked by the Ocean Dome –
an all-round viewing platform and the sustainable
seafood outlet, the Ocean Restaurant. Eleven Ocean
Suites lie opposite to provide guests with a stunning
under-the-sea view.
Young children may also interact with the gentle
marine animals at the Discovery Touch Pool, Lens
Aquarium and Floor Aquarium.
Daily admissions to Adventure Cove Waterpark and
S.E.A. Aquarium are priced at $29 (Adult); $20 (Child)
and $20 (Senior Citizens), per attraction.
For more information, visit www.rwsentosa.com.
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THIS SEASON’S HIGHLIGHTS

LADIES OF SENTOSA

SENTOSA FLOWERS 2013
9-17 Feb 2013 • Palawan Beach • 10am -10pm

An enchanting display of flower blossoms welcomes the Year of the Water Snake at Sentosa’s annual
floral extravaganza! Discover a magnificent world of breathtaking blooms as Palawan Beach is transformed
into a magical wonderland of brilliant floral creations and interactive photo points.
For more information, visit flowers.sentosa.com.sg.

LUNAR NEW YEAR 2013

The Ladies of Sentosa held their monthly gathering at Harry’s Bar recently. Formed after a chance meeting
on a shuttle bus between Cove residents Bitte von Lueders and Cora Waterhouse, the female-only group aims
to foster greater interaction amongst fellow Cove dwellers to build and strengthen the bonds of friendship.
Gatherings are held at Harry’s Bar on the fourth Thursday of each month from 4pm to 6pm.

The most important festival in the Chinese calendar, the Lunar New
Year is celebrated around the world in countries with a significant
Chinese population. According to the Chinese calendar, the Year of the
Water Snake falls on 10 February, lasting 15 days till 24 February.
During this period, families and friends reunite to usher in good
luck, health, fortune and prosperity, observing auspicious traditions
such as tossing Yu Sheng, giving out red packets and dressing in
bright colours, to bring forth bountiful blessings in the year ahead.
*	The first two days of the Lunar New Year are public holidays. As the dates fall on
Sunday, 10 February and Monday, 11 February, the next day, Tuesday, 12 February, will
be a public holiday.

Movie Night Under The Stars
13-14 Feb 2013 • The Jewel Box at Mount Faber • Tel: 6377 9688

Wine and dine under the stars with the love of your life.
Enjoy an enchanting candlelit dinner whilst watching a
dreamy film at The Jewel Box’s Hilltop Movie Under The
Stars event for a memorable Valentine’s Day celebration.
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CHRISTMAS LIGHT- UP
Glittery lights decked in white, blue and gold illuminated a vibrant display of dolphins and stars, reflecting
the merriment of Christmas at Sentosa Cove’s annual year-end festive light-up from 26 November 2012
to 6 January 2013.
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EXCLUSIVE PRIVILEGES
SENTOSA 4D MAGIX & CINEBLAST
Imbiah Lookout • Tel: 6274 5355

15% discount off prices for single admission tickets (Adult and child)

Embark on an exhilarating journey through steep valleys and ravines, battle fearsome
pirates and enjoy a swashbuckling ride as a pistol-bearing county sheriff at Sentosa
4D Magix & CineBlast! An interactive and immersive four-dimensional experience
awaits the entire family!

THE LUXE LIFE BEGINS HERE

Discount is valid for one ticket, per access card till 31 March 2013. This offer is not valid with other vouchers,
promotions or privilege cards.

GOGREEN SEGWAY @ ECO ADVENTURE
Beach Station • Tel : 9825 4066
•
•
•
•

15%
15%
10%
20%

discount
discount
discount
discount

off
off
off
off

Segway rides
Segway® Eco Adventure
Gogreen After Dark
all Gogreen Cycle & Island Explorer rides

Offer is valid till 31 March 2013. Maximum purchase of three tickets, per cardholder is allowed. This offer
is not valid with other vouchers or promotions.

SALON ROYALE @ RESORTS WORLD SENTOSA
Festive Hotel, #02-117 • Tel: 6686 2177
•
•
•
•

15% discount off all hair services
10% discount off manicure and pedicure services
Express manicure and pedicure at $28nett (Usual price: $48nett)
Complimentary parking and pick-up

Offer is valid till 31 March 2013. Prior booking is encouraged.

AMARA SANCTUARY RESORT SENTOSA
1 Larkhill Road • Tel: 6825 3886

10% discount off Best Available Rate for all room categories
This offer is valid till 31 March 2013 and is subject to availability. Blackout dates apply. To enjoy the discounted
room rates, advanced reservation of three days is required.

Enjoy these great privileges when you present your Sentosa Cove access card. For full promotional details, terms and
conditions accompanying these offers, please visit https://residence.sentosacove.com.
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Oriental Haute Couture
Renowned for her impeccably exquisite creations, China’s pioneer haute couturier Guo Pei attained
worldwide acclaim for her outstanding workmanship, garnering praise from The New York Times’ famous
fashion critic Cathy Horyn, who noted her collections for being “on a scale that equalled, and in some
cases, surpassed the technical feats of Paris Couture”. Guo Pei, the founder of her atelier Beijing Rose
Studio, was recently in town for the 2012 Women’s Fashion Week at Marina Bay Sands to showcase
her ‘Legend of the Dragon’ collection, which was birthed when the elite designer was tasked to alter
her 50-year-old client’s wedding dress. Her sartorial artistry shone in a parade of shimmering gowns,
featuring motifs of the fabled creature embroidered in gold thread, stunning crystal embellishments,
floral appliqués and extensive beading work.
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RM 026 Tourbillon

Serpentine Luxuries

Richard Mille

Add a touch of opulence to your Lunar New Year celebrations with these
exquisite arm accessories inspired by the Year of the Water Snake.

SERPENTI
BRACELET
Serpenti Collection,
Bulgari

ADAM BRACELET
Bewitching Snakes
Collection, Boucheron

PYTHON BRACELET
Grand Serpent Opalescent
Collection, Boucheron

Montre
Tourbillon
Serpent
Boucheron

SERPENTI WATCH
Serpenti Collection, Bulgari
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The Legend
Of Chinese
Zodiac Watch
Métiers D’Art Collection,
Vacheron Constantin
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Residents’ Review

luxeLife

Joining in the dazzling show, several Cove families witnessed a series of mind-boggling acrobatic acts and were
wowed by the spectacular theatrics unfolding on stage.

Residents: Robert and Lin Grome
with Scott Barr and Sarah Tilley
Robert & Lin: Throughout the show, we were captivated by
the fascinating illusionary feats as well as the overall brilliance
of the choreography and the athleticism of the acrobats.
The star of the show is definitely Joe, who performed some
stunning illusions which completely baffled the majority of
us in the theatre. The Wheel of Death acrobatic sequence was
magnificently executed and was worth the entrance fee alone.

MAGIC AL

Extravaganza

Scott & Sarah: Incanto was really enjoyable with its classic good
versus evil story. The characters and storyline were great and
the energetic dancing punctuated the scenes beautifully.
The daring action sequences of the acrobats and the Sorcerer
also drew screams and squeals from the audience. Overall, the
atmosphere and characters were excellent and thoroughly
immersed us in the world of Incanto.

Residents: Stella Ooi and family

Incanto, a high-energy theatrical spectacular raised the curtains at Resorts World Sentosa’s Festive
Grand Theatre recently with a host of bewildering magic and acrobatic acts, dynamic dances, lavish
costumes and epic special effects in a heart-pumping 90-minute show.

Our family agreed that the atmosphere of the show was great
and we were enthralled by the Sorcerer’s wit, charm and his
grand illusions. The stunt performances also stole the show.

The story of this multi-million dollar production revolves around the exciting adventure of a Seeker who
slips into a mysterious world, where she gets caught up in a battle between the mystical Sorcerer and
the fearful Dungeon Master, in a legendary fight of Good versus Evil.

The most memorable segment was definitely the Wheel of
Death. We were astounded by the acrobats’ gravity defying
stunts which thrilled and scared us. We also found the entire
cast of the show to be very entertaining as they constantly
interacted with the crowd and got us involved in the story.

Joe Labero, one of the world’s top illusionists and three-time recipient of the Merlin Award, also known as
the Oscars in the world of magic, entertains as the Sorcerer in a series of bold acts and breathtaking
stunts including the Double Levitation, where both Seeker and Sorcerer soar more than 10 metres
above the stage. Weaved into the storyline are death-defying moves by an impressive team of acrobats
who execute a show-stopping performance on a 12-metre high Wheel of Death.
Seeing truly is believing in this visual extravaganza, which promises a high-octane and entertaining time
for the whole family.

Call 6577 8888 or book your tickets at www.rwsentosa.com or www.sistic.com.sg.
From now till 28 February 2013, Cove residents enjoy 15% discount off all Category One to Four tickets. To redeem this offer, please present your residents’
access card when purchasing tickets at the counter. Offer is limited to a discount on six tickets per access card and is not valid with other promotions and not
applicable for Child, Student and Seniors Citizen ticket categories. Ticket prices exclude $3 SISTIC booking fees and handling charges.
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W SINGAPORE –
SENTOSA COVE

NEXT
GUANGZHOU
MILAN
VERBIER

AWAY® Spa at W Singapore - Sentosa Cove.
Nourish the soul and let your spirit soar. Sentosa
Cove residents enjoy 10% off all treatments, any
day of the week. Visit on any weekday morning
from 10 am to 2 pm to enjoy AWAY SIGNATURES
treatments at 30% off! Valid until 31 March 2013.
Book now. Call 6808 7290
AwaySpa.Singapore@whotels.com

WSINGAPORESENTOSACOVE.COM

W Singapore – Sentosa Cove / 21 Ocean Way / Singapore 098374
Reservations Toll-Free: 1800-307-0442
Reservations Email: Res.Wsingapore@StayStarwood.com
©2012 Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Preferred Guest, SPG, Aloft, Element, Four Points, Le Méridien, Sheraton, St. Regis, The Luxury Collection, W, Westin and their logos are the trademarks of Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc., or its affiliates.

epiCurious

epiCurious
FOREST | 18

January to 24 February

Equarius Hotel, Resorts World Sentosa | Tel: 6577 7788

Gastronomic feasting is effortlessly elevated to a higher
plateau at Forest, with its distinctive line-up of set
menus that promises ultimate culinary decadence. Select
from specially created reunion set dinners starting
from $168 ++ per person and a seven-course Reunion
Deluxe Tasting Menu at $888 ++ per person that boast
succulent mains such as Braised Superlative Imperial
Bird’s Nest and Braised 10-Head Dried Abalone with
Sautéed Vegetables and Truffle Oil. Advanced reservations
of four days is required.

HOLLYWOOD
CHINA BISTRO |

4 to 25 February

Universal Studios Singapore | Tel: 6577 6180

Epicurean REUNIONS
This Lunar New Year,
embrace the true
significance of Chinese
culture’s most enduring
traditions by reuniting with
your loved ones over a
bounty of auspicious treats.

Feng shui Inn |

Diners may also choose from propitious New Year
menus that are available from $68++ for two persons
to $338 ++ for 10 persons. Admission tickets to
Universal Studios are required for entry.

21 January to 24 February

Crockfords Tower, Resorts World Sentosa | Tel: 6577 6599

According to Chinese tradition and beliefs, feasting on delicacies with
auspicious relevance to fortune, unity, health and success will bring
forth a year oozing with good luck. For an extravagant dining
experience, enjoy Feng Shui Inn’s irresistible Gold Ingot ($688 ++ for
eight to 10 persons), consisting of a variety of lavish ingredients
including abalone, scallops, fish maw and sea cucumber. Also not to
be missed is the New Year Treasure Pot ($128 ++ per person, a minimum
of four persons) which includes Alaskan crab claw, abalone and
Supreme Imperial Bird’s Nest (AA Grade), amongst other luxurious
seafood treasures.
To usher in greater wealth, indulge in the Lunar New Year’s most
basic of traditions by tossing the Flambé Salmon Lo Hei ($88 ++ for
small, $128 ++ for large) or Vegetarian Lo Hei ($48 ++ for small, $68 ++ for
large) set. Festive hamper sets and takeaway goodies of premium bird’s
nest, abalone, homemade cookies and pastries are available from
11 January to 24 February.
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Celebrate the Lunar New Year in the most exciting
fashion at Universal Studios Singapore with seasonal
specialities such as Braised Pen Chai in Claypot and
the Braised Pig Trotter with Fatt Choy & Mushroom.
Other offerings include Braised Dried Scallops and
Shredded Mushroom with Stir-fried Spinach, Dried
Oyster and Sea Moss in Superior Oyster Sauce, and
other delectable dishes.

CASSIA |

26 January to 24 February

Capella Singapore | Tel: 6591 5045

To celebrate the Year of the Water Snake, Cassia
at Capella Singapore presents a collection of unique
festive menus featuring eel-inspired dishes including
Combination of Deep-fried Crispy Shredded Eel, Roasted Eel
and Steamed Eel with Garlic and Wok-fried Shredded Eel
with Black Pepper Sauce. The Exclusive Prosperity Lou Hei
platter consists of salad with salmon, tuna and deepfried crispy shredded eel, and a whole lot more to
titillate the palate.
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Tier Bar
13-17 Feb 2013 • 6pm-12mn
Amara Sanctuary Resort Sentosa • Tel: 6825 3838

The Cliff
14 Feb 2013 • The Sentosa Resort & Spa • Tel: 6371 1425

With sweeping views of lush greenery and the South
China Sea, The Cliff is the perfect location for an
unforgettable evening together. Complementing the
ambience is a luscious menu, passionately crafted by
Bocuse d’Or Asia 2012 winner Chef Yew Eng Tong.

After a romantic dinner, sweeten the special occasion
by enjoying one-for-one cocktails and mocktails
whilst lounging blissfully with that special someone
in Tier Bar.
Memories Kiss cocktail $13 ++
Faithful Love mocktail $9.90 ++

Four-course set dinner
$430 ++ per couple, with a rose for the lady
Six-course set dinner
(With seating at lower platform with sea view. Limited to seven tables)

$580 ++ per couple, with a bouquet of roses for the lady
Both set dinners include a 375ml bottle of champagne.

Romantic Rendezvous
Express your love this Valentine’s Day with a divine meal at some of the island’s finest wining and dining destinations.

The Garden
14 Feb 2013 • The Sentosa Resort & Spa • Tel: 6371 1425

Health-conscious lovers will enjoy the wholesome
contemporary cuisine at The Garden. The delightful
gourmet offerings are specially prepared to retain
the ingredients’ natural goodness and tastes.
Four-course set dinner
$290 ++ per couple, with a rose for the lady

il Lido
14 Feb 2013 • Sentosa Golf Club • Tel: 6866 1977

Perched atop a cliff with picturesque sea views, il Lido
offers an intimate dining environment for couples
looking to indulge in their private moments. This
Valentine’s Day, lavish your partner the Italian way,
with a decadent meal of exquisite ingredients and
rich flavours.
Five-course Valentine’s Day Menu
$158 ++ per person
Cove residents may enjoy the set menu at $148 ++ when you present
your residents’ access card.
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Set dinner includes a 375ml bottle of champagne.

epiCurious

epiCurious
Making its debut in Singapore’s gourmet scene, W Singapore – Sentosa Cove’s signature
restaurant, SKIRT is a chic and contemporary steakhouse celebrating the finest cuts of
meats and the freshest seafood prepared using two techniques, namely the ‘Parilla’ –
the roast, and ‘Asador’ – the barbecue.
Reflecting SKIRT’s approach to seeking a perfect balance between style and substance,
its name is a playful twist on the ‘skirt steak’, a cut of meat traditionally used in Latinstyle grilling, and one of fashion’s most iconic ‘cuts’ – the skirt.
This attitude is inherent in the restaurant’s trendy and unique design concept, which
pays homage to the beauty of raw organic designs inspired by nature. The interiors
feature eye-catching leather chandeliers, salt and pepper shakers made of horns, wooden
chopping blocks on chains, floral encrusted brass cutlery and glass baubles cascading
from the ceiling.
Underscoring the importance of ‘substance’ in its food, SKIRT’s modern approach
to culinary preparation is guided by its belief that a great dining experience may only
be achieved by sourcing the finest sustainable produce, treating it with simplicity and
an inherent respect for nature – the very definition of the restaurant’s food philosophy.
Cove residents Yves and Angelika Nolin, and Fritz and April Horlacher visited SKIRT and
savoured a sensational menu of luscious grilled delicacies such as Blackmore Australian
Full Blood 9+ Wagyu Skirt Steak, Seared Giant King Scallops with Dashi and Apple Sauce and
Monkfish with Jamón Crumbs, Zucchini and Saffron Mayonnaise.

Food
Yves and Angelika: The Blackmore Australian Full Blood 9+ Wagyu
Skir t Steak is served with various exotic spices and SKIRT’s
signature barbecue sauce. The steak was cooked perfectly and
the quality of the meat was unbelievable. Our favourite dish is
the SKIRT-made Chorizo with Olives and Bread which was absolutely
delicious. The degustation menu was very impressive, but as the
portions were quite large, we would recommend ordering à la carte
dishes for diners with smaller appetites.
Fritz and April: The Seared Giant King Scallops with Dashi and
Apple Sauce is the best dish of all. It tasted wonderful and the
creative presentation whet our appetites even more! The
degustation menu was delicious and well-balanced.

Ambience
Yves and Angelika: The lively wall designs and banquet-like
tables reminded us of Paris whilst the horns placed around
the restaurant made us feel like we were in an Argentinean
steakhouse. The lounge music selection should incorporate
more South American tunes, which would blend perfectly with
the ambience of the restaurant.

Monkfish with Jamón Crumbs,
Zucchini and Saffron Mayonnaise

Fritz and April: The interior design is flamboyant and playful.
We also like the ‘open kitchen’ concept of the restaurant.

Service
Yves and Angelika: The service staff were very well-trained
and attentive although we would have appreciated if they had
spent more time describing each dish to us.
Fritz and April: We were impressed by the knowledge that the
service staff demonstrated of the restaurant’s décor and food.

Yves and Angelika Nolin

Fritz and April Horlacher

Overall experience
Yves and Angelika: We would recommend SKIRT to our
friends and fellow Cove residents because the food is excellent.
It is a great addition to Sentosa Cove as it brings style and flair
to an already iconic location.

THE ART OF GRILL

Fritz and April: The food is delectable and the restaurant is
sophisticated, fun and within walking distance from our home.
We would definitely recommend other Cove residents to
patronise SKIRT.
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Beachside Chill-Outs

Coastes

After a day of basking in the sun, there’s no better way to unwind and relax than peering into the
sunset with a cold cocktail in hand. Following a makeover of the bars along the Siloso Beach strip,
we suss out some of the best bars that are set to make a splash on the island.

• Tel: 6274 9668

Ideal for couples, friends and party goers, Coastes
charms with its casual and laidback vibe that is
perfect for an idyllic escape from the hustle and
bustle of city life. An eclectic mix of lounge tunes,
house sounds and Ibiza party tracks also enhances
the relaxed ambience of the breezy beach bar.
Recommended dishes: Fish & Chips, Grilled Chicken Wings,
Honey Beef Ribs and Super Burger
Signature beverages: Coastes Freeze and Frozen Margarita

SKYLOFT

• Tel: 6270 0602

Recognised as the world’s largest wind tunnel for indoor skydiving,
iFly Singapore also caters to the less adventurous with its rooftop
bar and restaurant. SkyLoft provides a vantage point for guests
to take in the panoramic sights of the South China Sea whilst
indulging in an inspiring menu of modern European cuisine.

Mambo • Tel: 6276 6270

Recommended dishes: iWings, Barbecued Ribs and King Prawn Linguine
Signature beverages: Sunset and Mojito cocktails

Inspired by the fashionably casual vibe of the classic
50’s beach bars in Miami, Cuba and the Caribbean,
Mambo – the island’s newest hotspot is the perfect
destination for friends and families looking for a
relaxed, upscale and casual beachfront experience.
This dreamy resort-style venue also houses an indoor
bar and a pool. It ser ves an impressive barbecue
brunch on weekends.

SAND BAR

• Tel: 6631 8938

Nestled amongst numerous palm trees that line the
shores, Sand Bar is one of the island’s most authentic
beach bars with its rustic ambience and resort-style
cocktail bar. Sunseekers will enjoy a unique selection
of signature coolers and ice-cold beers that promises
an instant perk-up after a day under the sun.

Recommended dishes: Cuban-inspired barbecued dishes
Signature beverages: Classic cocktails

Signature beverages: Red or white Sangria and Fruity Beach

WAVE HOUSE SENTOSA • Tel: 6377 3113
TRAPIZZA
Renowned for its 70,000 square foot beachfront venue
with a Double FlowRider ® and a 10-foot FlowBarrel ® for
wave riding enthusiasts, Wave House Sentosa also offers
a delectable menu of Californian/Asian cuisine and zesty
cocktails. “Live” performances by international DJs also
amp up the party spirit in this hip and cool joint.
Recommended dishes: Steak Sandwich, Wipe Out Pizza, freshly-baked
Belgium Waffle and Six Ounce Handmade Beef Burger
Signature beverages: Beach Bunny, Hodad and Hot-Dogging
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• Tel: 6376 2662

A casual Italian eatery located on the sandy shores at Shangri-La Rasa
Sentosa, Trapizza offers al fresco dining with light music by the beach.
Equipped with a children’s playground, game machines, ping pong
table and children’s cooking zone, this child-friendly venue is suitable
for a relaxing family day out.
Recommended dishes: Oven-baked Thin-crust Pizzas
Signature beverages: Mojito, Strawberry Smoothie and Homemade Iced Tea
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luxeEscapes

Capital of

Culture
This February, the skies of Chengdu will be illuminated by a spectacular
display of bright lights and specially-crafted lanterns in the city’s annual
lantern festival, which takes place on the fifteenth day of the first month
in the Lunar New Year. There is no better time than now to visit the
2,300-year-old historical and cultural capital of the Sichuan Province.
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luxeEscapes
adult pandas chomping on bamboo sticks.
The best time to visit is in the morning when
the pandas are being fed. The panda base
also houses a rare species of red pandas, as
well as a Giant Panda Museum, featuring
specimens, fossils and showcases on panda
conservation efforts.
Not to be missed is a trip to the historic town
of Dujiangyan, renowned for its irrigation
system and listed as a UNESCO World Heritage
site. The infrastructure was designed to divert
water without the use of dams to prevent
flooding more than 2,000 years ago and it
continues to divert the waters from the
Minjiang River, distributing it efficiently to
the farmlands till this day.
For an immersive cultural journey, take a walk
through Jinli Street and Kuan Zhai Xiang Zi
(wide and narrow alleys), Chengdu’s most
ancient and preserved streets dating back to
the Qing Dynasty. Rows of quaint shops and
restaurants offering a variety of authentic
Sichuan cuisine line the streets, housed in
buildings with courtyards made from wood and
bricks reminiscent of life in old China. Visit
one of Chengdu’s many teahouses and round
off your trip with a memorable ‘Bian Lian’ or
‘Changing Faces’ Sichuan opera performance.

TRAIN WITH THE BEST AT
AILERON WELLNESS!

Contact us at 62747138
or email to enquiries@
aileron.com.sg for more
information!
Follow us on facebook.
com/aileronwellness for
the latest updates!

Known as the City of Brocade and the City of
Hibiscus for its famed traditional ar t and craft,
ethnic folklore and breathtaking floral landscapes,
Chengdu is also home to the beloved giant pandas,
two of which – Kai Kai and Jia Jia, currently reside
at the Singapore Zoo.
Regarded as the national treasure of China, the
giant pandas are an endangered species, with
less than 1,500 in the world, out of which about
75 percent are found in Sichuan. A visit to the
Chengdu Research Base of Giant Panda Breeding
will take you up close and personal with these
adorable creatures. Wander through the trails
around their natural enclosures and try to catch
a glimpse of a frolicking panda cub, or marvel at
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Set within the lush surrounds of Amara
Sanctuary Resort, Aileron Wellness presents
customised fitness solutions in an exclusive
state-of-the-art gym, led by friendly and highly
qualified fitness trainers. It offers the latest
Power Plate® equipment and the first and only
Avanti CG 6 in Singapore.
• Remove pains and body aches with Triggerpoint
performance master trainer and Master Rehab
trainer.

• Improve joint mobility problems with our mobility
specialist trainer with a PTA Global advanced
certification.
• Enhance your competitive prowess with strength
and conditioning coaches using the TWIST
conditioning program.
• Accelerate your fitness levels with programmes
such as kick boxing, functional training, Power
Plate® fat blaster classes, Zumba fitness and
Pilates classes.

Amara Sanctuary Resort, 1 Larkhill Road, Block 43 #02-39, Singapore 099394 | Website : www.aileron.com.sg | facebook.com/AileronWellness

